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USER OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
For 4 Wheel Combination Lock  

A199, A141 and A142 

General Information
1. Please read these instructions carefully  before first use.
2. Do not expose lock to environmental influences (moisture, fire, dust, etc)! 
3. Do not expose lock to vibrations and avoid dropping!
4. Clean lock with a damp cloth. Do not use chemical products!
5. Lock operable within a temperature range from 0°C to 50°C (32°F to 120°F).
6. Not suitable for 3-point cams. Only use 1-point cams! 
Safety Instructions
1. On delivery the combination lock is factory set at 
For safety reasons set the lock immediately to your own personal code. Do not use 
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any readily identifiable code (e.g. year of birth or 1234 etc.). 
2. While setting the code hold the button during the whole procedure. Release only after 
code wheels have been set to the chosen code. 

4. For code setting and emergency opening via service key the lock must be horizontal in the 
index position. 

3. Never leave the code wheels set on your own personal code.
 

5. To open the lock, enter your personal code and scramble code immediately after opening.
6. To close the lock, code wheels must be set to your own personal code to ensure a safe 
locking.  

7. If code has been scrambled in the open position turn dial to engage drive once personal 
code has been selected. 
8. Scramble code immediately after closing.
9. In case of lost code the lock can be opened via service key. Please contact the supervisor 
to reset the lock to the factory setting. 

 

 

Personal code setting

Further copies of these operating instructions can be downloaded from our 
website at www.euro-locks.org 
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